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ALL DOLLED UP: NEW YORK DOLLS 

Catalogue Number: D0746 

 
 
Format: DVD 
Barcode: 9316797421463  
Genre: MUSIC DVD 
Label: outre oeuvre entertainment/MRA  
Pricecode: DM20 
Release Date: 06-FEB-06 
Rating: Exempt  
Consumer Advice:  
 
Info:  
 
What the press have said:  
 
"One of the great things about this DVD is you get to watch so many of 
the Doll's best songs performed in their entirety in rough, poor 
conditions, playing simple songs of hard power chords and vocals that 
were yelled, but never sung - the way god intended it to be. It may be 
only one camera and one shot, but who needs all the star wipes and 
fancy effects when you've got the raw rock and roll of the New York 
Dolls." Chris Gersbach - Aust. Guitar Magazine  
 
"'In the history of rock music, The New York Dolls were one of the most 
influential,' 'So this new DVD-' 'is like discovering a lost treasure.' 'All 
Dolled Up is pure fan heaven." - Erin Free Filmink Magazine.  
 
'Part-glam, part-punk, part booze blues, the Dolls challenged sexual 
conventions, to become the link between glam and punk. there are 
plenty of awesome live performances,' 'It's not pretty, but it's 
compulsive viewing.' - Peter Ryan MAG  
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'The New York Dolls were essentially a trashy garage band but 
somehow they managed to transcend their roots and become cult 
figures, influencing future punks like Ramones, The Clash, and the Sex 
Pistols.' 'The songs are all here,''and seeing them performed live helps 
us understand why the band was so revered.' - Suzy Ramone dB 
Magazine  
 
"All Dolled Up is a must for everyone who wants a peak into the antics 
of a band whose legacy could not be eradicated by moral guardians or 
even those eager to see what the true essence of rock 'n' roll is." - 
Bronius Zumeris, Beat Magazine (Feb '06)  
 
“An exhilarating encapsulation of a group at their chaotic and beatific 
peak” MOJO JAN 06  
 
'A "Personality Crisis" worth having. As the key link between glam and 
punk, the New York Dolls were true weirdos in their movement.' 3 1/2 
Stars P.R - Rolling Stone  
 
“...the real fun is in the songs – hard rockin’ slabs of joy such as Jet 
Boy, Personality Crisis and Pills, which have become classics to those in 
the know.” QLD Pride  
 
"All Dolled Up is a flawless piece of cinematography, a bird's eye view 
of life and music within and without the New York Dolls. In it's rawness 
and simplicity - especially with it's black and white format - it superbly 
captures the innocence, the real energy and the primal spirit that drove 
the New York Dolls' debauched rock and roll." - Joe Matera - Rock 
Journalist  
 
"the live footage of the band performing in theatres and dingy bars is 
great, their 'evil hookers' image and three-chord snarl in full flight: 
they'd still be a dangerous, outrageous band if they emerged today." - 
Matt Thrower Rave Mag  
 
 
IN THE EARLY ‘70S , Rock photographer Bob Gruen and his wife 
Nadya purchased a portable Video Recorder. In a period of three years 
they shot over 40 hours of New York Dolls footage. Now for the first 
time ever this footage is unveiled.  
 
This feature length documentary captures the band during early 
performances in New York at Kenny’s Castaways and Max’s Kansas 
City, then follows the Dolls on their tour of the West Coast, including 
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footage from the Whisky A Go Go, the Real Don Steele Show, Rodney 
Bingenheimer’s E Club and much more. Intercut with revealing 
interviews, backstage banter and late night debauchery, this is THE 
definitive document of the New York Dolls.  
 
Tracklist:  
 
Songs featured include; Pills Personality Crisis Jet Boy, Human Being,• 
Bad Detective,• Subway Train,•,• Trash,• Vietnamese Baby, Lookin For 
A Kiss, Who Are The Mystery Girls, Private World, Hoochie Koochie 
Man, Great Big Kiss, Babylon. Frankenstein, Chatterbox, Pirate 
Love,Down Down Downtown, Teenage News  
 
 
 
DVD DETAILS:  
B&W, NTSC, OPEN REGION DVD9, ASPECT RATIO – 4:3, AUDIO – 5. .1 
Surround Sound– TOTAL RUNNING TIME 230 MINS. (DOCUMENTARY -
95 MINS)  
 
BONUS FEATURES: -Full performances of 12 songs 
Commentary by David Johansen, Sylvain Sylvain, and Bob Gruen 
Extensive Bob Gruen photo gallery with narrative 
Interview with Bob Gruen, by Handsome Dick Manitoba  
Deluxe 16 page photo booklet 
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